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Abstract— Security problems have become obstacles in the 

practical application of wireless sensor networks (WSNs), 

and intrusion detection is the second line of defense. In this 

work, intrusion detection using hierarchical trust in WSNs 

(IDSHT) is proposed, which is flexible and suitable for 

constantly changing WSNs characterized by changes in the 

perceptual environment, transitions of states of nodes and 

variations in trust value.  The intrusion detection mechanism 

based on a self-adaptive dynamic trust threshold is described, 

which improves the flexibility and applicability and is 

suitable for cluster-based WSNs. The experiment simulation 

and evaluation indicate that the mechanism we proposed 

outperforms the existing typical system in malicious 

detection and resource overhead.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid development and advancement of wireless 

sensor technology, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are 

widespread in a variety of areas, including environmental 

monitoring, battlefield observation, intelligent home systems, 

forest fire detection, and health monitoring [1]. Due to the 

self-organizing, dynamic and data-centric characteristics of 

WSNs, they are deployed in more and more data observation 

fields, and the nodes in wsns should cooperate with each other 

for communication and support of high-level applications. 

However, security issues have accompanied the 

wide use of WSNs. Because of the openness of the deployed 

environment and the transmission medium, WSNs suffer 

from various attacks, including hijack attacks, tampering 

attacks, DoS attacks, selective forwarding attacks, and 

sinkhole attacks. It is impossible to solve all the security 

problems by adapting prevention-based technology; thus, 

detection-based methods are an effective supplement. 

Therefore, intrusion detection in WSNs is proposed [2-3], and 

it plays an irreplaceable role as an important branch in the 

field of security mechanisms. 

The main contributions of our work are as follows: 

1) State context construction: By analyzing the states of 

nodes in WSNs, a state transition context and its 

judgment rules are established, through which different 

methods could be adopted to calculate trust value 

effectively, i.e. a self-adaptive trust calculation method 

for SNs. Meanwhile, the details of the possible security 

problem according to the state conversions are analyzed. 

2) Hierarchical trust improvement: An improved two-tier 

hierarchical trust mechanism is proposed, which refers to 

the trust of SNs and the trust of CHs. The judgment 

strength of the SNs’ trust is reduced by CH-to-SN trust 

evaluation, whereas the judgment strength of the CHs’ 

trust is enhanced through CH-to-CH, the feedback of 1-

hop neighbors of CHs and BS-to-CH trust evaluation. 

Meanwhile, multidimensional trust is proposed to form 

overall trust, including interactive trust, honesty trust and 

content trust. The mechanism is suitable for clustered 

WSNs with multidimensional observing data. 

3) Detection threshold self-adaption: In the malicious 

detection process, the threshold of detection could be 

adjusted according to the operation of WSNs rather than 

a fixed value, which improves the self-adaption and 

detection rate of the system. 

4) Resource conservation considerations: Due to resource 

limits of WSNs such as storage and energy limits of 

sensor nodes, measures should be taken to reduce 

resource consumption, including ten-scale integer 

representation of trust value, spatial correlation and 

alleviation of the computing tasks of SNs through CHs 

and BSs responsible for more computational tasks. 

II. NETWORK MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS 

A. Data Transmission Features 

There are four data transmission models according to [17], 

including continuous, event-driven, observer-initiated and 

hybrid, whose features are different. Sensors deliver the 

observing data continuously at a pre-defined rate in a 

continuous model, and it is common in WSNs, as is 

transmitting data at a predetermined period, the feature of 

which is regularity or periodicity. In the event-driven model, 

as the name suggests, the observing data are delivered when 

some events or anomalies are discovered whose characteristic 

is irregularity and abruptness. The observer-initiated model 

or request-reply model is triggered by query operations of 

other nodes, and passivity is the feature. The hybrid model is 

the most common in practice; it combines continuous, event-

driven and observer-initiated models together. 

B. Spatial Correlation 

In many scenarios, sensor nodes are deployed densely to 

acquire more accurate observations to improve the 

intelligence of the WSNs. As a result, nodes which are close 

to each other acquire the same observations for the same 

phenomenon and generate a large amount of redundant data. 

The data should be transmitted to the sink directly or 

indirectly, which will consume a lot of energy and reduce the 

efficiency of the network. Spatial correlation could solve the 

problem effectively. The closer the distance between nodes, 

the more redundant the data, and the higher the spatial 

correlation. Therefore, a small section of nodes in the same 

area are sorted to deliver their observing data representing 

nodes that are densely deployed in the area. Thus, the 

redundant data decrease, and the lifetime of the network is 

extended. 
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C. States and Transitions 

Sensor nodes in WSNs are in different states to conserve 

energy, and it is not necessary for all nodes to appear to be 

active all the time due to the restriction of resources. The 

states of nodes are considered including hibernation, 

monitoring and active, which are three basic and necessary 

states, and other states are not taken into consideration. The 

hibernation state shows that nodes are not working and that 

there is almost no energy consumption, whereas the 

monitoring state means that nodes are observing and 

delivering data at a regular frequency, which will cost more 

energy. 

 
Fig. 1: States and their transitions 

D. Network Model 

The topology of WSN we consider is a cluster-based network, 

based on which a two-tier hierarchical trust mechanism is put 

forward. The members of the WSN are categorized into 

cluster heads (CHs), sensor nodes (SNs) and base station 

(BS), as shown in Fig.2. In a cluster, a CH possesses more 

energy than SNs. 

 
Fig. 2: The Network model of a cluster-based WSN 

III. AN IMPROVED HIERARCHICAL TRUST MECHANISM 

In this section, an improved two-tier hierarchical trust 

mechanism is introduced, which consists of SN trust 

evaluation and CH trust evaluation. The details of trust 

calculation are described below. 

Two-tier trust evaluation consists of 

multidimensional trust, including network related trust and 

observing data related trust, because the WSN is a data-

centric network, and it is essential to take the observing data 

into consideration. Meanwhile, it is common for sensor nodes 

to carry various types of sensors with them to acquire 

information. Therefore, the trust in this article is classified 

into interactive trust, honesty trust and content trust. The first 

two are network-related trust, while the last one is data-

related trust. 

 
Fig. 3: The Structure of two-tier hierarchical trust evaluation 

Sensor nodes trust is evaluated by the CH in a 

cluster, i.e., CH-to-SN trust, which considers 

multidimensional trust, including interactive trust, honesty 

trust and content trust, during the procedure of trust 

calculation. 

Cluster heads trust evaluation is enforced in this 

work by CH-to-CH evaluation, BS-to-CH evaluation and 

feedback from 1-hop neighbours of CH in order to avoid 

malicious CHs in WSNs. Similar to the trust of SNs, CH trust 

evaluation also includes interactive trust, honesty trust and 

content trust. Interactive trust and honesty trust are computed 

by BS-to-CH and feedback from 1-hop neighbours of CHs, 

whereas content trust is evaluated by BS-to-CH evaluation 

through the proximity between the fusion data and the 

effective average observing data of non-hibernating SNs in 

its cluster. 

IV. INTRUSION DETECTION BASED ON HIERARCHICAL TRUST 

According to the two-tier hierarchical trust mechanism, an 

intrusion detection method at the SN level and CH level is 

proposed in this section to discover malicious SNs or CHs. 

The process of the method is introduced, and then the 

detection at the SN level and CH level is described. 

 
Fig. 6: The Process of IDS based on two-tier hierarchical 

trust 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this article, an intrusion using hierarchical trust (IDHT) for 

cluster-based and constantly changing WSNs is proposed. it 

considers trust evaluation and the self-adaptation detection 

threshold. During trust evaluation, factors of communication, 

multidimensional observing data and state transitions of SNs 

are considered. 
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